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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

Dr. Sam Bailey of Christchurch, New Zealand was a well-known presenter in a TVNZ health series

called “The Checkup.” That is, until she was terminated for “spreading misinformation.” That word —

misinformation — has been thrown around indiscriminately since the start of the pandemic, but

what does it really mean? What quali"es as misinformation and who is in charge of dictating what’s

misinformation and what’s not?

We’re at the convoluted point where a medical doctor can give an opinion and have it labeled

“misinformation,” but how can an opinion be “wrong”? The livelihoods and reputations of countless

people have been decimated based on “misinformation” while we still don’t have answers to these

questions.

What Exactly Is the Meaning of Misinformation?

Bailey cites the Cambridge Dictionary’s de"nition of misinformation, which is “wrong information,

or the fact that people are misinformed.”  This implies that there are either incorrect statements or

the person is trying to deceive others. Governments, and the corporations associated with them,

are the ones most often using the term misinformation, but Bailey notes:

“… We know from history that governments, and their associated corporations, are

specialists at gaslighting not only foreign countries but also their own citizens to do all

sorts of crazy things. However now they expect us to believe that whistleblowers and

individuals risking their careers are the ones behind the misinformation.”

People are being censored, deplatformed and banned from social media for the crime of spreading

“misinformation”, the meaning of which can change from day to day and from platform to platform.

It’s a modern-day witch hunt, whereby the U.S. Department of Homeland Security even lists

promulgating “false narratives” around COVID-19 as a top national security threat, which basically

puts a “domestic terrorist” target on the backs of those of us who have been identi"ed as the most

proli"c “superspreaders” of COVID-19 misinformation, whatever that “misinformation” happens to

be.

In the U.S., dark money group the Center for Countering Digital Hate (CCDH) has accused 12

individuals, me included, for being responsible for spreading the majority of this misinformation,

but even Facebook pointed out the absurdity of such a claim. In an August 18, 2021, Facebook

report, Monika Bickert, vice president of Facebook content policy, set the record straight, and in the

process, demolished CCDH’s claims:

“In recent weeks, there has been a debate about whether the global problem of COVID-19

vaccine misinformation can be solved simply by removing 12 people from social media

platforms. People who have advanced this narrative contend that these 12 people are

responsible for 73% of online vaccine misinformation on Facebook. There isn’t any

evidence to support this claim …

In fact, these 12 people are responsible for about just 0.05% of all views of vaccine-related

content on Facebook. This includes all vaccine-related posts they’ve shared, whether true

or false, as well as URLs associated with these people.”

Directing Millions to Fight an UndeFned ‘Problem’

Similar occurrences are happening worldwide, including in New Zealand, where Bailey explained:

“Here in New Zealand we have government funded departments and state-sponsored

media that claim to be responsible for collecting, monitoring and educating on COVID-19

misinformation. But when you try and pin them down on backing up the allegations of

misinformation, it seems they all pass the buck and none of them can give you speciZc

examples.”

To get to the bottom of it, Dr. Anna Goodwin, a retired oncologist, put in an inquiry with the Health

Research Council of New Zealand to "nd out about their allegations of misinformation.

She pointed out that New Zealand health minister Andrew Little appropriated $42 million to fund 36

projects directed at reducing misinformation and “vaccine hesitancy.” She asked, “What is the

de"nition of ‘COVID-19 misinformation’ for the purposes of the allotment of funding to address this

problem?”  Their response?

“The Health Research Council has not referred to ‘COVID-19 misinformation’ and none of the

funded projects used this term, hence we do not have a de"nition for it.”  New Zealand’s Unite

Against COVID-19 website  also neglects to de"ne misinformation, though they do suggest that you

could discuss it with your doctor — except, health care providers can also lose their licenses if they

don’t universally support the COVID-19 narrative and share “anti-vaccination messages.”

At New Zealand Doctors’ SOS, or NZDSOS, more than 38,000 health care professionals have signed

a declaration reminding authorities of the Nuremburg code and that COVID-19 injections must be

voluntary and not forcibly administered.

The Government Is the One With the Agenda

Bailey points out the irony of New Zealand’s government website including a section on “How to

Spot Misinformation.” It includes thinking about “what the author wants you to believe,” a strategy

of trying to discredit someone without actually evaluating the information they’re sharing.

“It gaslights the public because the government is the one with the agenda. They want you to

believe something and follow their policies, which are increasingly relying on coercion, because

people don’t want to go along with their nonsense,” she says.

They go on to suggest looking for “reliable sources” such as “academics or the mainstream media,”

but they’re not talking about the academics who are increasingly questioning what’s going on.

Further, the mainstream media rely on advertising revenue and government handouts to survive —

they’re not going to bite the hands that feed them.

Michael Bassett, Ph.D., a New Zealand political historian, commented that “the government is trying

to keep the media on side by overpaying them for printing the masses of COVID announcements …

if my information is correct, it is corruption, pure and simple. In normal circumstances there would

be rebellion.”

The New Zealand government website also encourages residents to spy and tattle on those

spreading “misinformation” by immediately notifying authorities via CERT NZ, the country’s ojcial

outlet for responding to cyber security threats, while at the same time making contradictory

statements like, “Every New Zealander has the right to freedom of speech. Challenging

misinformation is a way to ensure New Zealanders have access to the facts.”

Bailey notes, “This is like something out of “1984.” They are encouraging you to dob [tattle] on

others under the guise of freedom of speech so that other people’s freedom of speech can be

regulated.”

More Spin About ‘Misinformation’

What criteria does CERT NZ use to determine whether the reports of misinformation they’re actively

soliciting from the public are credible and, in fact, misinformation? Rob Pope, CERT NZ director,

said:

“Members of the public report potential misinformation and disinformation … Other

agencies with relevant subject matter expertise can determine its accuracy i.e. for COVID-

19 the Ministry of Health.”

It’s a wheel of misinformation, in which all of the agencies are calling for misinformation to be

reported and spinning its threat to the public, but no one actually de"nes what this misinformation

is.

Professor Cameron Stewart of the University of Sydney was interviewed by ABC News on the topic

of regulating COVID-19 misinformation and social media inmuencers,  and he went so far as to

imply that only certain government-funded academics should be discussing COVID-19 information

— not those on social media. And he also neglected to de"ne misinformation.

Bailey reached out to him for comment on his statements, and why he would support the

centralized control of information by a select few — a sure set up for disaster — but he didn’t

respond.

Misinformation Gets Bailey Fired for Spreading Misinformation

Bailey was able to track down what led to her being "red from her position as a presenter on “The

Checkup.” Someone with a background in social work reported her for spreading “misinformation”

about positive reverse transcription polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) tests for COVID-19.

The PCR test is not designed to be used as a diagnostic tool as it cannot distinguish between

inactive (noninfectious) viruses and "live" or reproductive ones.  She was able to track down the

nature of the complaint, which itself included inaccuracies that suggested the person did not

understand the science and neglected to include any references to back up the “misinformation”

allegation.

Nonetheless, the complaint made it to the executive team at TVNZ, and a conversation ensued

between the company’s general manager of corporate communications, Rachel Howard, and Vicki

Keogh, TVNZ’s commissioner of factual and unscripted comedy.

“These two ladies, who appear to have no medical or scienti"c background, then produced their

own unscripted comedy,” Bailey said, and were going to have a conversation with her about

removing the “problematic” content, which she believes included her stating that she had no

interest in receiving a COVID-19 jab.

The executives then discussed that there should be a “full audit of the YouTube channel,” and that

“removing this video is the minimum step, but there is still huge reputation risk to be giving

platform to a doctor dabbling in COVID denial.”  Shortly after, Bailey was asked to remove the

video, but she said she stood behind all of her content.

It was a case of someone parroting what they’ve been told without analyzing the real information,

and trying to suppress a viewpoint that threatened their own worldview. When weeding through

information in your own life, it’s important to dig deep enough to unveil what’s real, and what’s real

misinformation. As Bailey said:

“Looking back, I’m now happy that these people, in a way, helped show me the true path I

needed to take. Public TV show executives and the audience cheering on their anti-science

and contrived messaging was not something I can be a part of.

My own content is free from the artiZcial restraints and departing the TV show

strengthened by resolve to leave no stone unturned when investigating science … even if

the Zndings go against the establishment and how I was trained.

… Misinformation is a word thrown around by those who are pushing a narrative. Real

scientists produce their own work and don’t cry ‘misinformation’ when someone says

something they don’t agree with.

At the end of the day, be very suspicious when you hear the term COVID misinformation

because none of the institutions actively promoting the term can deZne it and don’t seem

too keen to engage in discussions about it. Perhaps with these things that have mysterious

deZnitions, we can seek an explanation from an expert in the craft.”

“The Truth About COVID-19” exposes the hidden agenda behind the pandemic, showing the

countermeasures have nothing to do with public health and everything to do with ushering in a new

social and economic system based on totalitarian, technocracy-led control. So, it’s not

misinformation they fear. It’s the truth they want to prevent from spreading. Pick up a copy of this

best-selling book today before it’s too late.

The Truth
About

COVID-19
by Doctor Joseph Mercola

3,739 ratings

ORDER NOW
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We cannot be enslaved by misinformation, in being made transhuman by genetic weapons falsely called vaccines. We cannot wait until

humanity is enslaved, and it will be, if we do not react NOW to this madness, to this crime of biblical proportions, a crime of dimensions

that humanity has never experienced before in known history. Disinformation is being caused by the mainstream media. Vanguard and

BlackRock are the primary owners of four of the six largest media companies that control 90 percent of mass messages on television, in

newspapers, and on ALL social media platforms, and they manage the major websites of "news" and "Covid". "nd it when you google or

go to YouTube for information. noqreport.com/2021/06/15/blackrock-and-vanguard-the-same-shady-people-..  

These media outlets and the vaccine industry love to accuse all natural health advocates of spreading "misinformation" about vaccines,

which they say has created all this "vaccine indecision" that has a great deal of it. part of the population of the United States saying no to

the blows of Covid. The main fake news spokesperson for all things Covid, under the umbrella of the medical tyranny of Fauci, the CDC

and the CCP, is Dr. Leana Wen, who is involved in the most insidious disinformation campaign ever conducted, without nothing scienti"c.

Dr. Wen's misinformation about vaccines and Covid can be eliminated by requiring you to specify the sources of her outlandish claims.

Wen have a lot of inmuence and the ability to distort the memory of the general public, and this misinformation can serve to contaminate

that memory. We've seen the science testing masks, social distancing, and now Covid vaccines don't work and they're damaging people's

immune systems. thenationalpulse.com/breaking/use-freedom-as-carrot-to-force-vaccine/
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An act of enslavement, a work in progress, see here blog.avast.com/social-media-use-and-covid-19-vaccines-avast
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Gui; I've been saying for over a decade, that this society is totally controlled. There has NEVER been as much control, as there is

today...what a mess!
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Vanguard and Blackrock has stolen all our pension money (RRSP for Canada and 401K for US).  Once that collapses they are rich

beyond belief.  Get your money out of banking system.
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Fertile soil!  They saw us lose the "ght with SB277 - the country was in an uproar and divided regarding childhood vaccinations - -

and now they strike like snakes.
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To label someone a "domestic terrorist" for something like allegedly spreading "misinformation", is itself a crime. In the 9-11-01 era, many

civil liberties groups wrote in agreement with each other, that the Patriot Act contains an over-broad de"nition of "terrorism", which

sweeps up the act of free speech and advocacy in its net. These groups come from the red and blue, left and right wings such as the

National Rime Association. the Red Cross, ACLU, Center for Constitutional Rights, Electronic Frontier Foundation, and many more. The

ACLU, Greenpeace, People for the Ethical Treatment of Animals, Food Not Bombs, the Nobel Peace Prize-winning Quaker entity called

The American Friends Service Committee, the Thomas Merton Peace Center, and many more all ended up on the FBI spylist as alleged

"terrorists", for the simple act of advocacy.

Fast forward to the COVID era and that term, "domestic terrorist" is being invoked again. Now it seems to be in connection with the free

speech act of so much as mentioning the Vaccine....from any side of the aisle other than the one touted by the mainstream media, which

covers up the death statistics and side effect numbers. Such "misinformation" is in truth, a term invoked to quell free speech, and occurs

doubtlessly under the over-broad, over-reaching Patriot Act and its clampdown on free speech and advocacy, while enabling warrantless

arrests with "basket warrants that really are not warrants at all", wrote the ACLU.

The Fourth Amendment, First Amendment both trump such unconstutional "laws". So does the 14th amendment, which forbids

lawmakers to deprive The People of their privileges and immunities, while guaranteeing equal protection for all under the law. Those who

keep silent, who diss the invocation of the law, are shooting themselves in the foot. I have seen it repeatedly, that powers that be respect

people who know the law. Invoke it. Part of the reason why we have overreach is because people keep way too silent. Thankyou
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Dr Mercola,  you are in very good company and are not alone. www.aclu.org/.../fbi-spy-"les-project-aclu-client-list  The truth is that

democracy allows room for "misinformation" because to clamp down on it is to quell the information highway and to control it.

Who determines what de"nes "misinformation" anyway? Special interest groups, most likely. And that would indeed appear to be

the case, wherever clampdowns happen to those concerned about VAERS based reports of deaths, side effects and other

concerning matters.  

I have written this before, that Galileo was house arrested life long under the Inquisition for his mere assertion that the earth

revolved around the sun and was tilted in its axis. He was absolutely correct. But such "misinformation" was based on the

ignorance of the time, which clamped down on him as a criminal for the mere mention of such a fact. So is it even constitutional to

call this 'Misinformation"? Is it medically savvy and smart to fall for such a ruse? It is a brainwash, not a fact, and needs to be

recognized as such. In fact, it is a crime to clamp down on information regarding deaths, side effects + info. We as bloggers need

to call this out.

It would seem that there is research re the patterns of those spreading "misinformation". The spy network is, ironically, being done

by those pledging to protect us from this over-reaching invasion. blog.avast.com/social-media-use-and-covid-19-vaccines-avast

 This has to be fought. The Patriot Act needs to be overturned, not merely amended. So does Citizens United, which gives

corporations the voice of people. That gives them excessive power, and this has to be reined in. Overturn Citizens United! Talk

about misinformation, to call corporations "Citizens" and say that the citizens are united thereunder, is just bah humbug nonsense.

Once again, the "nger-pointers are very accurately projecting their own shadow, and it seems that they are probably questioning all

the wrong people.
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Like the tyrannists say, why waste a good crisis?
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I hope and pray that the law suits are effective!  That front line workers continue to speak out at what they're seeing!  And that we

reclaim our sovereignty!  United we stand - against the powers that be!
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The surest way to spot misinformation is use of the very word itself.  It could not be easier. So, the NZ government wants reports of

misinformation?  Give them what they're asking for!  Bombard them with reports of mass media and government lies,  with scienti"c

research and even statistical references from the "health agencies" themselves, to back up the reports.  Just like the Detroit news station

that went "shing for reports of COVID among the unvaccinated, but instead got hundreds of thousands of reports of injuries from the

COVID jabs.
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Did they end up reporting on it?
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Balhawk, hahaha! I love it. Brilliantly well said! Turning the tables is key. The shadow projectionists are always stunningly

accurate...in their own self assessments....when "ngerpointing others.
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We need another million Dr Sam Bailey's; this video was by far and away the very best example of how to show the utter stupidity of the

Media and Government diatribe against those of us asking awkward questions about their "misinformation" . . . .
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wow, what a gem she is. Sums up the problems with our current parroting of information that we get from the all consuming media

and the generic, nauseating, spin, cooking the books, responses from the government, oh well at least we have one angel left in

New Zealand, most people I know think I'm horrible for spreading covid and feel that it's there duty or that it's alright to bully,

pressurize, coerce, ridicule me because they have the majority of zombies on their side and the media and governments are never

wrong and we shouldn't listen to anyone one else regarding covid because they know everything and their science is never wrong

and anyone that tells them differently is a moron, so I'm a moron, at least I'm a unvaccinated moron. And my resolve is strong even

though it is getting severely tested by the vaccinated unmorons, I've never been so proud to be a moron. My point is that I would

rather be a moron that a brainwashed human
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Well, their government web site asks for reports of misinformation, so why not give them some?  Lots and lots. And imagine the

look on their faces as they start reading the reports.
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How to Mislead People About Misinformation
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola ) Fact Checked

Dr. Sam Bailey of Christchurch, New Zealand, was a well-known presenter in a TVNZ health series called “The Checkup” until she was

terminated for “spreading misinformation”

*

Bailey was able to track down what led to her being "red — someone with a background in social work reported her for spreading

“misinformation” about positive reverse transcription polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) tests for COVID-19

*

The complaint itself included inaccuracies that suggested the person did not understand the science and neglected to include any

references to back up the “misinformation” allegation

*

It was a case of someone parroting what they’ve been told, without analyzing the real information, and trying to suppress a viewpoint that

threatened their own worldview

*

It’s a wheel of misinformation in which ojcial agencies are calling for misinformation to be reported and spinning its threat to the public,

but no one actually de"nes what this misinformation is and those who go against the narrative are being targeted

*

Bailey notes, “… Be very suspicious when you hear the term COVID misinformation because none of the institutions actively promoting the

term can de"ne it and don’t seem too keen to engage in discussions about it”

*
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balhawk they may already know that their crimes have been reported and police actions may soon be in the pipeline. It seems to

me that many have forgotten that in civilisation, the rule of law applies to everyone. Whereas, today, it is very obvious that many

within government institutions believe exactly the opposite . . . that they are somehow exempt from the law. They need to

understand that we believe that the classic phrase will apply; Time is of the essence . . . that their time is up.
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har1272
Joined On 3/6/2019 11:00:25 PM
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When will the "virus", "vax" and PCR tests be put on public trial?  It's the only way to expose the facts.
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blessthebeasts
Joined On 1/3/2016 10:10:41 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Obviously, "misinformation" is any information that challenges the ojcial narrative. It can be backed up by research and studies

galore, but if it doesn't back up the nonsense they call SCIENCE, it's too dangerous for the public to know about. Meanwhile, they

can spew their BS morning, noon and night. For most of my adult life, I've known that the majority of what the government/media

conglomerate tells us is pure propaganda and outright lies. America the Beautiful.
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Balhawk!  hahaha!  Perfect!
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zinovius
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It is super EASY, if people STOP doing these stupid things: 1. Totally IGNORE all COVID related "newz" on TV, Radio. And obviously stop

buying newspaper garbage.  2. Totally IGNORE  your government statements and advises = do not listen, do not read = I-G-N-O-R-E!!!!  3.

The ONLY true source of the most accurate information on "pandemic" and vaccination-weaponry is right here, MERCOLA.COM and of

course all the recommended by Dr.Mercola links to hundreds of trustworthy websites.
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr Mercola is not the only source of accurate pandemic and vaccine information, but I would surely agree with you that he is one of

them> thank you Dr Mercola! And I "second" you completely in your call. "Everybody and their mother knew that the media was a

propaganda machine, they just tuned it out" said a friend from the former Iron Curtain. "Stay with the mowers" said another Iron

Curtain friend.
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I wish it were that easy. There are simply, too many brain damaged people, who have no capacity to think for themselves.
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I see it under my own roof - that's the scary part.  Those roots go down deep.
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM
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Ask your Dr. when they have been mandated not to rely on their own personal experience, practice or all known possible early treatments

& more? See today's "rst article & know the Lockdown started way ahead of this whole Scamdemic business. The Lockdown came "rst in

all the other levels in the Modern Day Tower of Babble so as all have been mostly in unison denial of anyone or anything questioning

anything coming out of Big Pharma. Or any of the other Too Big's for that matter. The usual path is when something is ready to move into

new territories then they are attacked when it is next to meaningless. Right now, Bit Oil is taking some hits, but as much as they will howl,

deny & continue to gaslight, they most likely have put into place where they intend to hang on with different tech and if history is any

indication, it will be a de"nition without a distinction. Same as it ever was, but usually worse for the majority, cool beans for those who

have the most & squander the most.
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I was JUST told today that if everyone had locked down, this wouldn't be.  I kid you not!!!!
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Joe_Below
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Gaslighting is what they call truth.
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Hanmer
Joined On 7/30/2010 4:25:45 AM
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thankyou Dr Mercola for addressing the situation in New Zealand. It is such a heavy burden for many people and we do not hear about

any of the protests that are happening overseas. As we are an isolated and samll country (5 million) they are using us as a guinea pig.

generally kiwis are quite trusting and unfortunately that is how this has happened. And it has also turned us into  a country like in Nazi

germany where if you are not vaxxed you are clased as un-clean and demonised. We are often called the Land of Milk and honey as in the

bible and if you read your bible YOU know world wide GOD WINS.
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Joined On 12/12/2011 2:29:22 AM
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I am so sorry for you people in New Zealand.  Your prime minister seemed a reasonable person before Covid-19 but now she is

ludicrous and seems to have lost her marbles, possibly in exchange for a fat backhander from the pharma lot?  She claims there

can be only one truth and of course it is hers only.  Blah blah blah.  Well, I live in Israel, although not quite as dictatorial as your

government, nonetheless my government has installed draconian restrictions and are also hand in glove with the pharmaceutical

companies, especially Pfeizer.  Very ironic.  There's no too much milk and honey here these days.
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Very informative article!
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I agree :)
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sio6474
Joined On 10/19/2018 11:41:31 AM
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I was watching a show called 'YOU' last night, the staff writer will not be censored or lose her job for the false narrative around the theme

of measles in their show.  It did not relay to the public that mothers who had measles as children provide natural protection against the

disease for the infant's "rst year, whereas vaccinated mothers provide no such protection.  There is an army of people colluding with all

this propaganda, right down to the actors spouting the lies embedded in their lines.
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Add as Friend  Send Message

I saw some news blub within the last few days that insisted that natural immunity from COVID-19, as a result of having it, did not

give the same protection as from the "vaccines". Oh? That's the "rst time I'm aware that the immune system was now playing 2nd

"ddle to the pharmaceutical industry and the latest trash they're pushing!
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Michael - exactly!

Sio - right?!  Remember when measles was as benign as chickenpox?  pfft!  And the MMR - mumps wasn't anything - people don't

die from it, and the association with men and mumps was very uncommon - but yeah, let's throw a 3 in 1 shot together and see

what happens.   When I watched Dr. Wake"eld on the panel, he didn't even say anything against it - he only asked they consider

doing more research!!! And he worked on that paper with TEN other doctors!!!   But people hear what they want!  And they are

misguided.  My Uncle google Mikovits before he would look at what she had to say - and the misinformation out on her -

woooweee,, gotta shut that scientist down right now!  Censorship at its "nest!  Arrg.
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Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM
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It is interesting how easily Dr. Baily smiles.  She has that cat-just-caught-a-mouse-look.  She recognizes the value of controversy and how

govt is actually helping her spread her message.  She is very open and con"dent in her message and facts, welcoming the opportunity for

discussion. This must be very disconcerting for those who want to control her.  She dares them to engage her!
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I loved it!  Every minute of it!  Tear 'em apart Sam!
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Joined On 10/16/2007 4:23:09 PM
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When we believe that someone who opposes our beliefs should not be allowed to sit with us over a cup of coffee, the world has gone

mad.
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The world has been taken over by "Invasion of the Body Snatchers".  Life imitating art.
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pipblanc
Joined On 3/17/2012 2:20:27 AM
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FEAR = False Evidence Appearing Real.  Namaste
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Joined On 11/27/2017 1:46:49 AM
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let's go brandon !
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breynolds1
Joined On 12/31/2012 12:41:24 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Next music award, let's go Brandon :). Satire of course www.facebook.com/.../1038219090305633
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DavidHenry959
Joined On 6/21/2021 3:20:56 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is a disgusting HOAX. Big pharma have in"ltrated extensively, and the "nancial reward is HUGE. Big pharma are hard-core habitual

criminals.  Merck knowingly killed 120 000 Americans with their deadly painkiller.  JJ knowingly added ASBESTOS to their products and

are facing a FORTY BILLION DOLLAR LAWSUIT.  P"zer grubs have been in and out of compo court 70x.
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Joined On 12/12/2020 2:36:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

problem is, that for most people is just easier stress free to do what zombies do:  Do what government says.  The masses are

literally herds of sheep. Why to use your own brain, when somebody else does it for you...?! Their family "doctor" makes all

decisions for Masses of zombies - medications, pain killers, head killers, nerve killers, heart killers...etc. So these are the

money-makers-slaves for BigPharma, for Google, for META (formerly "fa-ceb-ook"). They sell their health for imaginable illusional

 FREEDOM". Feel very sorry for them.
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krissalee85
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I went to Salem, Massachusetts for Halloween and did a guided tour. What the guide was saying about the witch trials sounded eerily

similar to this "pandemic". All I could think is that history is repeating itself and most cannot even realize this.
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versatile
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When our disagreements about science and technology are so strong that we are not permitted to sit in a public restaurant remembering

our past and discussing our futures over a cup of coffee, the world has gone mad.
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Thank you for this!  It's rather insane!
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svmeyer
Joined On 11/3/2009 8:22:41 AM
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How can you spot misinformation in this age of misinformation? In an age where media calls the shots, literally, the media is burning the

candle at both ends. We the people are simply in the way.
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Psaki has covid in spite of being fully vaxed.  Maybe she will self-isolate and we will not need to hear her lie for at least 2 weeks.
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Who is going to stop this people?
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Liberty11
Joined On 12/17/2006 8:27:38 PM
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You, I, the people. Here I am Lord...
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Joined On 11/1/2021 7:54:33 PM
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I've got a great idea. Report ALL the morons that love the vax for 'spreading misinformation'. So what if it's a lie, they do it all the time.
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Way to go Dr. Sam.... we are very proud of you here in New Zealand for your incredible intelligence, honesty and love your humour.
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principia-scienti"c.com/mounties-for-freedom-37000-signatures/  Canada, the true north strong and free.... 37,000 members of our

RCMP sign letter objecting to Covid “vaccines.”
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If the CERT NZ and other government-funded websites around the globe are telling people to report on misinformation, then why don't we

all make a group effort to show them their own misinformation by reporting their own websites? Imagine the thousands of reports

coming in, and they'd have to read them and see their own page being reported.
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Whenever I read articles on governments' take on misinformation, the word STUPIDITY  always seems to bubble up in my mind.  I

researched the word.  Up came the name Dietrich Bonhoeffer and this short, concise video on his take on "stupidity".  It is certainly "spot

on" with the rabid virus believers I know. m.youtube.com/watchv=ww47bR86wSc&feature=youtu.be   Well  well  well. Video not available.

 More articles online.
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Well - when the war is under your own roof, it's easy to see how deep MSM plants info into the minds of people you'd think were

intelligent.    What I don't get (coming from that side) is how they can decide, before you've said a word, that you are the enemy and they

know what is right. I'm telling ya, you have no idea how deep the brainwashing goes until you talk to someone who won't even budge an

inch, and that's without knowing ANYTHING - not where your information came from, nothing!  Unless you jive with the mainstream

narrative and don't go against the current breeding, their view is to shut you down.   For a Christian, a mustard seed of faith is all that is

required.  The way this narrative is wrapped like a boulder, why can't more people see with eyes that actually see? This is fantastical times

- I'm still shocked and stunned.  But - meh - at the same time, take a knife to the life raft, no more life raft.  Sigh.
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On the Yale University Medical Continuing Education website, there's a course on how to "discuss the Covid-19 vaccine with your

patients". Many of the points actually demect questions from the patient, then go off in another direction, and none of the information

discloses the side-effects or the deaths from the jabs, or the fact that these shots not actually "vaccines" at all (at least by the

commonly-used de"nition, until the CDC changed it to meet their agenda)!
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rumble.com/vobfeu-diabolical-bill-gates-digital-id-will-control-your-l..  Jimmy Dore - interesting video Might wake a few people up as to

the agenda of vax passports
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This strategy has been done for decades with different issues the Governments want to promote in the population.  Eduard Bernays

books are an example
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What an insightful comment: "Many have grown to appreciate how big government, supported by their crooked conspirators in the

mainstream media, has manipulated the truth to instill fear." civildeadline.com/americans-no-longer-afraid-of-covid-so-biden-regime-..
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Where there is censorship and no discussion allowed, always be suspicious of the source of information and the agenda.
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I've been following Dr. Bailey for a while now and her content is solidly researched, well presented and even humorous at times. Also

picked up the latest version of Virus Mania which provides a good history of vaccine marketing deception - clearly we are being played

for fools. She and the co-authors are now creating a documentary of Virus Mania via a Kickstarter crowd funding campaign - they've

raised enough money to produce the "rst two chapters. These educational efforts by people like Drs. Mercola and Bailey are vital if

humanity is to survive these evil, satanic attacks.
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Witch-hunt is the truth!
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